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1 ABSTRACT 

We prop<'sl' an approach to automatically acquire ( rly

namic ) st"m<~ntic intrp;rity constraints from previously pm

cesseci queries in relational database systems. By using 

these acquired constraints, query optimizer could be more 

intelligent in nptimizing future queries. This automatic 

tool can alsn be an interactive tool for identifying and spec

ifying static rnnstraints that exist in applications. Previ

ous results ar .. !';.:tended by allowing 9-joins{20] in the spec

ification 0f rnnstr,.int.s and query qualifications instead of 

being restrirtt·rl !.0 nn ly equi-joins. 

2 INTRODUCTION 

The use nf infPrPncl' rules in support of intelligent data 

processing plays a VPTY important role in many areas of 

computPr science. In database systems, rule.s, or semantic 

in.trgrify rrm .<fr,nf.•. are initially proposed for enforcin~ 

data inlep:rit..v nf rliltabase applications. It has been shown 

that thPsP mnstraint.s can be used in database system t.o 

optimi7.,. ~~ ~ ··rs · qtlf•ries so that query processing cost Ciln 

hi' rl'rlttc .. rl . This is known as semantic query optimiza. 

tinn, which is rliffPr,.nt from traditional query optimizatinn 

strat.<>girs . 

.51'mfln.tlr in.frqrity constraint.s assert permissible or cnn· 

sistent ciatilhas" states (a database state is the stored data 
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at a given t.i me instance; :.:~ ~ -.: .. ~aoase applicatinn . Th.

semantics of d01.ta for a database application are captur,.rl 

or reftect~d by a set of semantic integrity constraints. For 

example, in a university, the regulation may require that 

all graduate stucients maintain a minimum grade-point.· 

average (UPA) of 3.0; in a payroll database, the age of the 

youngest employee must be greater than 18 by law. 

Semantic, or knowledge-based, query optimization has 

been pr<>pn~ed since early 80's [5, 8, 9, 6, 7, 2, 3, 4, 121 

[15, 16, 17, 14, 13, 21]. The approach basically consists nf 

transforming an original query submitted by an end-us,.r 

into a semantically l'f!Uiva.lent one (in the sense that thr\' 

both yield th<' same answer) by exploiting the knowll:'d~ ,. 

(the constraints) on the underlying application databa~,. . 

However, many problems remain unaddressed . 
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• Previous researchers assume equi-joins only [21 1. \rv·,. 
extend to. H-joins[20], that is, all comparators { <, .

' >. ~. =-, ;i } ar,. allowed. An efficient algorithm is 

prnpnsPrl tn decide the implication of one join sr"·r

ificatinn hy another one and/or the equival.-ncl" h··

twef'n two join specifications[l9] . Deciding the ab.,,.,. 

prnblems is essential in reasoning using constrain!< 

[16, 21], rlt·rluc:tive database systems and distribnt,.rJ 

datahase systems [18] . The proposed implication ;~l

gorithm is efficient and generalizes earlier ones by al

lowing both 9-joins and/or selections. 

• Constraints among data under the current databil sf' 

state, so called dynamic con.straint.s, are ignored and 

not distinguished from the static constraints (wh ich 

are true under any consistent database states). A 



la.rg~"r class of queries can be optimized using dy

namic constraints, together with static constraints, 

which capture the up-to-date view of the underlying 

clat.a.[21] . 

• Semantic integrity constraints need to be specified 

explicitly by users and/or data base administrators 

(DBAs) as assumed in lit~rature. However, recent 

clatahase applications tend to become larger and larger. 

As a result, it is usually difficult to identify all relevant 

integrity constraints. The proposed automatic knowl

,.cJge acquisition is likely to ease the identification of 

cnnstraints. More specifically, we will identify dynam

ically semantic integrity constraints through compar

ing and analyzing the results of queries previously 

processed. After identifying a potential constraint, 

th,. DBA/user can judge whether this constraint is 

always valid (as intended by the application) or not. 

If it is, then the constraint will be enhanced to be 

. ;, static one, and not subject to-invalidation in the 

pr("sence of data base updates. Thus, our knowledge 

acquisition tool can be used as an interactive tool 

fnr stat.ic knowledge acquisition. This is very impor· 

ta.nt if the database application is extremely large and 

rnmplicated. 

Knnwledge acquisi.tion has been known as machine learn

ing in AI area.. Meta.Dentral(ll] learns molecular frag

mentation rules by examining previous attempts to anal

\'Sf> mnl<"cule structure; and RX.Project[l] discovers rules 

about rlrug usage and patient's condition. Automatic knowl

::- cl,ge nCC]nisition in database systems has rarely been ad

riressf"rl . A group of senior DBMS researchers recently 

pnintecl out [13] "Knowledge acquisition was a central and 

di{ji.rult problem in rule based application.s. The .!entiment 

of th~ workshop was that this task is extremely difficult. n 

Let all statically .!emantic integrity con.st1·aints for a 

data bas!" be denoted by s·. s· is usually specified explic

it.ly by t he DBAs or the users as intended by the applica

tinn . By employing the knowledge acquisition tool, certain 

static constraints may be acquired after confirmation from 
, I 
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users and/or DBAs. Let all dyn;mically .!emantic integrity 

con.straints for a specific database state x be denoted by 

Sci( x ). Obviously, Sci( x) may vary with the database state 

Xj but S• does not. 

We assume the relational data. model, and relations in 

the first normal form without null values. We also assume 

that a query Q[T : q] or Q has a target (output) consisting 

of an attribute list T and a. qualification q in conjunctive 

form, where x is a consistent database state, and q is: P1/\ 

P11\ ... 1\ Pn 1 or equivalently written as a set {p1, p,, .. . , Pn}· 

Each p~, l :5 lc :5 n, can be of either form (R. .X op R, .l'-) 

or (R.X op c), where opE{>,~.<, :5, =,~}and c EX. 

The former is a 8- join (20] between relations R. and R, on 

attributes X andY, respectively. The latter is a restriction 

(a .,election} on the attribute R.X. All join predicates and 

re.,triction.s in a set of predicates q are denoted as the set 

J P(q) and Re.s(q ), respectively. Negated restrictions are 

not allowed, because negated restrictions can always be 

put in non-negated forms, namely: 

··( R.X (>, ~. =, # , <, ::;J c) (R.X (::;,<,#,=,~. >J c) 

Alternatively, Q(T: q] can be interpreted by the rela-

tiona! algebra as IITUR(q), where ITTR is the projection 

of t.he relation Ron the target attribute(s) T . UR(JP(q)), 

called the underlying relation of the qualification q, is the 

relation obtained by performing all joins specified in q (i .e., 

from JP( q)); and UR( q), called the restricted underlying 

rtlation of the qualification q, is the relation obtained by 

applying all restrictions in q (i.e., Res(q)) to the relation 

UR(JP(q)). When JP(q) = 0, i.e., no join specified, re

lation UR( JP( q)) is the base relation upon which the re

strictions of q are defined. Scheme( q) denotes the scheme 

for relation UR(q). Obviously, both UR(q) and UR(JP(q)) 

are defined on the same scheme, and U R( q) <;; U R( J P( q)) . 

Definition 1 A semantic integrity constraint {briefly, 

a constrrr.int} is a logical implication JC 1\ A ==> 8 , where 

JC is a conjunction of a set of 8-joins, and A and 8 are 

conjunctions of restrictions. A and 8 must be evaluable 

on U R(.IC) . The interpretation is: if we perform the join 

operafion.s specified by Jy to form UR(JC), then when-
,, 
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evr.r n tuple in U R( JC) satisfies the restriction{s} A, it 

m.1ut .m.tisfy the restriction{s} B. JP, B and A are called 

thP. join precondition, the right-hand side (RHS) and 

the left-hand side (LHS) of the constraint, respectively. 

.J nin predicates are not allowed to appear on the right-hand 

side nf n constraint by this interpretation. JC and/or A 

can be null. If JC = 0, the underlying relation is the re

lation on which restrictions A or B are defined; if A = 0, 

then t.he evaluation of A on the underlying relation becomes 

unconditionally true (i.e., the RHS should always been en

forct'rl.) . [} 

The following are three sample constraints to be en

forced in a university database which consists of three rela

tions student(s), student_course(sc), and course(c). 

We note that it is possible to specify non equi-joins, al

though only equi-joins are used. 

Domain assertion: "The lowest student GPA is 1.8" : 

=(s.GP A~ 1.8) 

Restrictions within a relation: "The lowest GPA for a 

~~:raduate student is 3.0." 

. • .Status ="Grad" ~ s.GPA ~ 3.0 

RE>strictions across relations: Course at ~ 500 level 

are only for graduate students . 

. • .... ,# = sc.ss# 1\ sc.c# = c.c#/\ 

c.Level ~ 500 ~ s.Status = "Grad" 

3 The Implication of Joins 

In this section, we discuss how different sets of joins may 

hi' t>quivalent, or one implies the other. For example, 

( R1 .S :..: R1 .Y 1\ R1 .Y = R3 .Z) is equivalent to (R,.X = 

R, .z /\ R2 .'t" = R3 .Z), because they specify the same join 

np!'rat.ion although they are in different forms. R.X < S.Y 

is implied by {R.X ~ A.B, A.B ~ S.Y, R.X ~ E.F, E.F ~ 

SX, :\ .8 # E.F} . 

The equivalence of two sets of join specifications A and 

B c:an be decided by testing the implication of A by B and 

the implication of B by A. Therefore, it is sufficient for us 

to focus on the implication problem. Deciding the impli

cati"n nf two join predicate sets is important in knowledge 

acquisition (to be shown later) and reasoning using these 

constraints (for semantic query optimization and knowl

edge base maintenance (8, 16, 211), as well as in deductive 

database systems (10, 20] and distributed database sys

tems [18]. For example, in order to apply a constraint to 

deduce its right hand side as a consequence, one has to test 

whether the join precondition of the constraint is satisfied 

(by the joins specified in the query qualification) . This is 

exactly the implication problem. 

Klug[lOj and Ullman[20j proposed an algorithm to solve 

the above implication problem (say, whether T is implied 

by S) in the context of deductive database systems. The 

time complexity of the algorithm was shown to be O(n 3 ) , 

where n is the number of join predicates inS. The essential 

part of the algorithm is to compute the clo~ure s• (sim

ilarly defined as the closure of a set of fcunctional depen

dencies through a set of axioms - the Amstrong Axioms. 

And this set of axioms is proved to be scrund and complete.) 

With the introduction of database domain knowledge, we 

generalize the above result by allowing that each inequality 

can h~ either a 9-join and/or a selection while maintaining 

the same time complexity(19] . 

4 Automatically Acquiring Constraints 

In this section, we identify several situations in which dy

namic constraints on the current database state can be 

extracted. 

Proposition 1 If q; and q; yield the same set of qualified 

tuple.! in the underlying relation, and the two join speci

ficntions J P( q;) and J P( q;) are equivalent, then the con

stmint.~ JC 1\ Res(q;) ~ Res(q;) , and JC 1\ Re~(q; ) = 
Re.s(q,) can be asserted for the database state x , that is , 

Scl(:z:) = Scl(:z:) u {JC 1\ Res(q;) ~ Re~(q; ) , JC I\ 

Rt- .~(q,) ~ Re.!(q;)}, where JC = JP(q;) (or equivalently 

JC = JP(q;)) . 

Prnof: Let t be a tuple m U R( q;), that is, t satisfies 

hnth JP(q;) and Res(q;). Since UR(q;(:z:)) = UR(q1 (x)), 

Res(q1 ) must evaluate to be true on t. Hence, J C 1\ 

Re.•(q,)~Re.s(q;) can be asserted for the database state 
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x by Definition 1 . In the same way, we can prove that 

JC t-. Res(q;)~Re3(q;) can be Mserted for the database 

state x. [] 

In most situations, comparing the qualified tuples of the 

underlying relations is neither efficient nor direct. Thus, 

it is important to relate the outputs of queries. 

Proposition 2 If An3(Q;[T: q;(:c)]) ~ An.,(Q;[T: 

q,( .r.)l), n.nd T J:£ Attr.Set(q;), then JCI\Re3(q;) ~ 

Re.~( q,) can be a3serted for the databa3e state :z:, where JC 

= J P( q;) U J P( q;) , and Attr ..Set(q;) i.Y the set of attribute 

n.am~s involved in Res(q;), where Ans(Q~[T: q;(:c)]) i.Y the 

ar1.~wer to Qv and X J:£ Y i.Y a functional dependency. 

Proof: Let t be a tuple in UR(JC) such that Res(q;) is 

evaluated to be true. We now show that Res(q;) also eval

uates true on t . Let to= IIsc:Acmc(t;)t and t1 = IIsc~~cmo(q;)t. 

Obviously, to E UR(q;), IITto = t' E Ans(Q;), and t1 E 

UR(JP(q;)). Since IITto = t' E Ans(Q;) and An.,(Q;) ~ 

An..•(Q,) , there exists a t2 E UR(JP(q;)) where Res(q;) 

is true on t2, and IITt2 = t' E An.,(Q;). By t1 , t 2 E 

UR(JP(q;)), IITtt = IITt2 = t' and T J:£ Attr..Set(q;), 

we have IIAitr. Sot(q;)tt = IIAitr.Sot(q; )t2, i.e., the attribute 

values nn t1 and t2 on which Res( q;) is evaluated are the 

same. Therefore, Re.,(q;) should evaluate true on t 1 , and 

hence on t because t1 = IIsc~~cmc(ql)t. [] 

The following three statements are direct, we state them 

without proofs. 

Corollary 1 Let An.,(Q;[T: q;(:c)]) = An.,(Q;[T: q;(i)J), 

x ~ D. !fT J:£ Attr.Set(q;), then JCI\Res(q;)~ Re3(q;) 

can he asserted for the databa3e state :z:, where JC = J P( q;)U 
FD 

J r (q 1 ) . lfT ~ Attr.Set(q;), then JCI\Re.,(q;)~Re.,(q;) 

cn.n hi' asserted for the databa3e state x. 

Proposition 3 If An.,(Q;[T: q;(:c)J) n An.,(Q;[T: q;(x)]) = 

0. lhPn bothJCI\Re.,(q;) ~ -. Re3(q;) andJCI\Re3(q;)~ 

~ RE.•( q,) can be a3serted for the databa3e 3tate x, where JC 

- ./ P(q, ) U J P(q;) . 

Corollary 2 !f An.,(Q(T : q(:c)]) = 0, then JP(q) ~ 

~ Re.•( q) can be a3serted for the databa3e 3tate x. 

Prop 9 is different from Prop !! and Cor 1 in the•way 

that no functional dependency is required. Certain propo

sitions need to compare the results of different queries in 

order to make a deduction. In realistic situations, only the 

answers of the queries submitted by a user within a user 

session are stored. It is reMonable to expect that certain 

queries submitted by a user within a user session are more 

likely to be related, thus may satisfy the hypothesis of the 

abnve results. For example, if a user is interested in find

ing all "brilliant" students, he may use different criteria 

to retrieve them. These criteria or qualifications are likely 

to satisfy the conditions in Prop e or Cor 9. Steady in

crease of disk capacity and decreMe in hardware cost make 

mass storage for storing query results more affordable. In 

addition, comparing query results may be performed in 

the background, possibly in parallel by using· a separate 

processor. 

5 Conclusion 

An automatic machine learning scheme is proposed to ac

quire dynamic semantic integrity constraints, which will 

likely ease the identification of constraints in large databMe 

applications and facilitate a larger degree of semantic query 

optimization. We extended the previous results by allow

ing general 9-joins instead being restricted to equi-joins. 

An efficient algorithm to decide the implication of two join 

specifications is proposed. 

Due to space limit, we are unable to show how we can 

automatically acquire the three sample constraints in Sec

tiCin 2 by applying the above propositions to a history of 

users ' queries on the university databMe. Similar examples 

can be found in (2lj . 

We are very grateful to Dr. Clement Yu for his contri

bntion to the early work of this research. 
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